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Context

Learning Outcomes

• To increase the frequency of interaction between Hall

Resident Advisors and respective residents, thus

creating another access point of communication

• To increase visibility, presence, and awareness of

Hall Resident Advisors as a viable campus resource

• To determine some best practices to engage

residents through intentional interactions

University Housing Services (UHS) has several

committees dedicated to improving and facilitating the

processes necessary to support resident lessons in

lifelong learning. The Programming committee promotes

the social and educational programming that occurs in the

residence halls and suites. Two years ago intentional

interactions were introduced to the programming model

for the Resident Advisors (RAs) of the suite communities.

During 2013-2014, this committee did a follow up

assessment to determine if the original intended

outcomes continued to be fulfilled and to assess if the

suite’s model should continue to be integrated into the

hall’s programming structure as well.

Methodology

Focus Groups

Discussion with Suite’s RAs about successes and

challenges with intentional interactions from the previous

quarter; Information gathered provided basis for questions

developed for methodology listed below

Interviews

Discussion with 2nd year Suite RAs about their growth and

progress with the intentional interaction model as they

were a part of the first group to incorporate this structure

Survey and Program Tracker Logs

Asked questions about successes, initiatives made by

RAs to improve interaction rate and to overcome

challenges as they occurred, and to identify best practices
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Identified Best Practices

• Inviting residents to the RA suite common area

• Creating a traveling passive program in order to have

residents interact with information

• Bringing an item of interest, such as a viral video, copy of

a headline news story, food or giveaways

• Turning a chance encounter into a meaningful moment

Suggested Solutions to Recognized Challenges

• Modify the guidelines to allow for more natural and

authentic encounters

• Being more transparent with residents about the purpose

of intentional interactions in order to have them bring

their own topics of interests to the conversations

• Altering guidelines that aim towards a goal of building

trust, fun, and reliability between RAs and residents

Intentional Interactions in the Residence Halls

The traditional Hall’s ability to have open doors and sharing

of common space, naturally allow for RAs and residents to

have constant and consistent interactions with each other.

Even with all of these benefits, the intentional interactions

did bring more value to the traditional hall communities.

• RAs are able to conduct informal assessments of topics

for active programs

• RAs appreciated engaging more residents

• Residents became more informed of resident hall culture

and processes

Implications for Practice
• Develop a programming model that incorporates

intentional interactions into the programming model for

both the hall and suite communities

• Consider the challenges in order to revise the

guidelines for intentional interactions to focus more on

establishing and building the RA/resident relationship

• Design guidelines that allow for more authentic

interactions and transparency of purpose

• Provide more resources for successful implementation

of best practices

Findings

The Resident Advisors shared a variety of

successful stories and challenging

interactions. The Resident Advisors who felt

successful tended to take initiative and use

the structure of the intentional interaction as

a guideline rather than an absolute formula.

Hall Resident Advisors were able to meet

with each of their respective residents 1-2

times in the academic year. Each Suite

Resident Advisor was able to have about 48

unique interactions in the academic year.

Intentional Interactions first appeared at

UHS in 2012-2013 as an enhancement to

the Suite’s Programming Model. These

interactions were instituted throughout the

entire portfolio beginning Winter 2014

quarter in an effort to encourage more 1 to 1

interactions between Resident Advisors and

their respective residents.

What is an Intentional Interaction?

It is a purposeful meeting between Resident

Advisor and resident(s) where the RA can

learn more about the resident, they can set

goals for academic achievement and/or

community engagement, provide resources,

and talk about current events.

How can Intentional Interactions help?

• RA becomes better known as a source of

help and information

• RAs learn to know their residents needs

and state of community

• RAs are able to intervene sooner which

helps to decrease the amount of conduct


